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For many years ,be it on business or leisure we have travelled all 
over the world and enjoyed the wonderful people,scenery and 
experiences that we have had.

This Book is the first in a series of travel guides that record some of 
the journeys that we have made and of our favourite places around 
the world.

To start with I have concentrated on the South of France, The first 
book is about The Côte d’Azur and Provence. We have spent many 
happy times there enjoying the wonderful weather, the scenery, the 
towns and villages and of course the people, their food and their 
wine.

It is a lovely part of the world, as can be witnessed by the millions 
who go there every year to enjoy their holidays and soak up the 
sun.

Whilst I have travelled I have indulged my hobby of painting 
watercolours of the places and scenes around us. Some readers will 
be familiar with my blogs at 
www.brianswatercolours.wordpress.com.

The blogs don’t really have much narrative so these books are 
intended as a useful guide to the traveller, illustrated by my 
watercolours. 

These are often very quick sketches of the places visited and aren’t 
necessarily as accurate as the photos we take of our journeys. But 
each one has a little bit of the love of seeing such great places and 
so I hope you will find them both pleasing and interesting. Where 
restaurants are mentioned we have eaten in them and enjoyed the 
experience.

If this area is known to you then I hope it will be a reminder of the 
beauty there. If you have not visited this area before then I urge 
you to do so, you will not be disappointed.

I am always keen to hear any comments that you may have as so 
do let me know at  brian@watercoloursfromphotos.co.uk. 

Anyway I hope you enjoy this book and find the routes described 
interesting.

Enjoy your travels

Brian Tucker
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CHAPTER 1

CANNES TO ST TROPEZ



The Coast from Cannes all the way round the Esterel peninsula to 
St Tropez offers great beaches, scenery and lovely towns. The 
centre of Cannes, with its fame as the host of the annual Film 
Festival, is full of boutique shops, restaurants hotels and a large 
marina.

It has a wonderful croisette, or promenade to stroll along, right 
next to it great sandy beach. On leaving Cannes and travelling 
west the first thing to notice is the 4 miles of beautiful sandy 
beach all the way to Mandelieu la Napoule. Mandelieu Is 
known as the Capital of the Mimosa Tree, which flowers with 
stunning yellow flowers in February and March each year.

The port of Mandelieu La Napoule has a large marina and is a 
good starting point for travel along the spectacular Esterel coast 
to St Tropez some 50 kilometres away.

Mandelieu la Napoule has lovely castle, which houses an art 
museum. On the Iles de Lerin, just off the Cannes coast is the 
castle where the man in the Iron mask was held for 11 years in 
1687  
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Theoule to Agay
The coast road from Theoule to Agay is one of the finest 
coastal drives in the world. It is not very long but has 
really spectacular scenery. The azure blue of the sea 
contrasting with the orangey red of the Esterel hills. The 
road passes Miramar and Antheor and everywhere you 
look the scenery is stunning. Stop often and look down 
to the sea. The sun shimmers on the water and provides 
enchanting photo opportunities. 



Onward to St Tropez
As you leave Agay, look for a Spar shop after a 
few miles and turn off left to a tiny harbour, Port du 
Poussai, with an even tinier island off shore. This is  
Ile d’Or, it is topped by a tower reminiscent of the 
Middle Ages and is said to have been the 
inspiration for The Black Island in Hergé's The 
Adventures of Tintin series. Travel on from here and 
you will pass beaches used in the Liberation of 
France in the Second World War. Soon you will be 
in the fine port city of St Raphael. St Raphael has a 
busy marina, good beaches and a lovely 
Cathedral. From St Raphael the road turns inwards 
to the ancient town of Fréjus. Fréjus has Roman 
ruins and another interesting Church in the main 
square. From Fréjus take the coast road past St 
Aygulf and Les Issambres until eventually you 
arrive in St Maxime. From St Maxime it is possible 
to continue on and drive to St Tropez, but usually 
the traffic is slow and parking at St Tropez may be 
a good walk from the town centre. By far the best 
and most scenic plan is to park in St Maxime and 
then take the excellent ferry across the bay to St 
Tropez. Arrival at St 
Tropez by sea is really 
great and the views 
are just the ones you 
always see on the 
postcards,and my 
watercolours too! 



St Tropez
St Tropez, somehow, is the first place you may think about 
on the south coast of France. It is a lovely town and has a 
harbour full of the most exotic yachts and boats one can 
ever hope to see. There are artists galore with all styles and 
prices to tempt you.But do explore more than the waterfront 
and the fancy shops. Behind the glitzy front is a beautiful 
unspoilt town of little streets and harbours worth seeking out. 
The restaurants in these back streets can be great and not 
expensive. There are some at Port de Pêche that are in a 
delightful position and don’t mind if you linger and take in 
the atmosphere and often enjoy the jazz being played. On 
the next page are some more watercolours of St Tropez. 
Our tour ends here, but the beautiful coast continues if you 
have time.





East from Cannes is the 
delightful city of Antibes. 
Antibes has a lovely old 
market area and a delightful 
walk by the sea near the 
market and the Church.  
Across the marina is a 
colossal Castle guarding the 
port.  It was here in Antibes 
that Renoir painted a great 
deal and in the nearby 
Cagnes sur Mer there is a 
Renoir museum at the house 
that he stayed in. 

CHAPTER 2
ANTIBES AND 
THE COAST TO 
MENTON



From Antibes the coastal road will 
take you to the large city of Nice. It’s 
famous Promenade des Anglais 
stretches for miles but at the West end 
is the old town and the famous daily 
flower market. Wander in the old 
streets of Nice, dine in the great local 
restaurants, (Acchiardo is one of our 
favourites), and enjoy the Flower 
market! 
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The view from a restaurant in Antibes of Saint Jean Cap Ferrat, “Port Passable”

The town of Eze 
perched above 
the sea.

       As you leave Nice pause by the 
port for a view of it’s great old 
bulidings. Then as you head up the hill 
towards Villefranche stop in the lay by 
to see the fabulous panorama of Nice.

        The road takes you high along 
the cliff to Villefranche. Villefranche is 
not to be missed.
 Take the road to the castle and the 
main harbour.
        There you will find a fine beach, 
and a lovely row of restaurants right 
on the quay front, looking across to 
the peninsula of Saint Jean Cap Ferrat.
        If you have time do visit Villa 
Euphrussi, home once of the 
Rothschilds on the peninsula .
        From Cap Ferrat the journey 
soon brings you to the town of Eze. 
Walk to the top and if you can, go into 
the hotel there and see the view from 
the restaurant terraces down to the 
Mediterranean far below. 
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Menton towards the town from the Harbour

From Eze the road winds 
round more beautiful 
coast, past Cap d’Ail and 
on to Monaco.
The old town of Monaco is 
well worth a visit with 
much to see and do.
And a visit to Monaco is 
not complete without a 
visit to the Casino in 
Monte Carlo.
From there the journey 
goes through Roquebrune 
Cap Martin and then in to 
Menton.  Menton is a old 
seaside resort with great 
facades and a famous 
annual Orange and 
Lemon parade. 

This journey has been 
close to the coast but 
there are two other 
Corniche roads, the 
Middle and the Upper, 
each one has different 
spectacular views of this 
stunning coastline.

Beyond Menton the road 
goes on into Italy, but that 
is for another time!
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THE PERCHED 
VILLAGES OF THE 
CÔTE D’AZUR 

CHAPTER 3

From Saint Paul de Vence to Seillans



Saint Paul de Vence

North of Cagnes sur Mer lies 
the world famous destination of 
St Paul de Vence
It is visited by thousands each 
month but if you can, get there 
early and avoid the tours 
winding their way around it 
narrow streets. St Paul has 
many ar t ga l l e r ie s w i t h 
traditional and avant garde  
paint ings and sculptures.  
Nearby is the Fondation 
Maeght with it’s collection of 
modern art. 

A few miles up the road is 
Vence itself. The old town is 
worth stopping in and just on 
the outskirts is the famous 
Chapelle du Rosaire des 
Dominicaines de Vence which 
was designed and decorated 
by Henri Matisse between 
1947 and 1951.

16 Vence from the Col de Vence



From Vence exit the town traveling West and follow the winding road along the hills to 
the next interesting town of Tourrettes sur Loup. In Tourrettes sur Loup there is an good 
town square to park in and streets that go down the hillside with a good many artists 
and pottery shops. On leaving Tourrettes sur Loup the road winds past some 
overhanging cliffs and if you can stop by the road and look back you will see the 
amazing structure of the town, perched on the edge of the hill.
From there continue to follow the road West and eventually you will pass through Pont 
de Loup, with it’s Jam factory and then further along there is another little perched town 
of Bar sur Loup. On leaving Bar sur Loup continue to Pre du lac and there divert off the 
road taking the D3 to Gourdon.



Gourdon en Provence

As you climb up the D3 road, La Route de 
Gourdon  you are rewarded with spectacular 
views over the valley towards Nice airport 
and the coast by Antibes.
As you approach Gourdon pause in a lay by 
on the right and from here there is a 
wonderful view of this remarkable perched 
village with it’s castle looking out towards the 
sea.
It is amazing that this castle town has been 
inhabited since the 9th century. The Castle/Chateau was completely rebuilt in 
1610. You can park easily half way up the road to the town entrance and 
from there walk into the small town. 
The streets are tiny and there you will find a perfumery and a few cafes and 
restaurants. The main square has the most spectacular views across the coast 
and valleys below.  The views from Gordon to the hill are beautiful too and in 
winter this are is high enough to see a fair covering of snow. Enthusiasts can 
walk back down to Pont du Loup or when driving turning to the right the road 
will eventually also arrive back at Pont du Loup. 
On the way there is a stop at some fine rapids 
and waterfalls.
One way or another retrace your drive to Pre du 
Lac and follow the road to Grasse. The road 
continues to hug the hill contours. Grasse is a 
large and busy town with regular traffic jams! It 



From Grasse the road travels through pretty 
countryside with possible diversions to Cabris and 
Tannerons if you have the time.
Eventually the road come to a juntion with the road 
towards Cannes and the A8. This is a really 
worthwhile detour which in a few minutes will take 
you to the beautiful reservoir Lac du Cassien, which 
is also a boating and water sport area. Turn there at 
the bridge and return to the road towards Fayence . 
From this road you will now see to your right a 
number of lovely little hill villages starting with 
Monteroux. However do take the road up to Callian 
and stop there and take the full tour of the town. It 
wont take long but it is very interesting. Dominated 
by it’s castle Callian seems to belong to another age. 
Good coffee at the little restaurant by the waterfall 
in the town centre too. If you are a golfer then you 
may want to play at Terre Blanche. The two courses 
there are very good and have excellent views across 
the countryside.

Callian from Terre Blanche



FAYENCE 
Descending once again to the Fayence road you 
will eventually pass another town called Tourettes. 
This has some of the narrowest drivable streets I 
have been on but it is very interesting 
nonetheless. From here you can drive directly to 
Fayence but if like me your stick to the main 
Fayence road turn tight at the roundabout and 
head up the steep hill towards the town. Fayence 
is worth some time to explore. Its multi tiered car 
will usually yield a space and from there you 

should visit the castle remains with its fine views over 
Fayence an the glider airfield nearby.Then descend 
into the town. One really unusual feature of Fayence 
is the Hotel de Ville (the Town Hall) which straddles 
the road in the town centre. before leaving the area a 
detour to Seillans is also worthwhile. Tis small town 
has a few good restaurants, some old streets and 
ruins. It seems very original as you walk around it. 
Fayence has some excellent restaurants too. I 
especially like Table d’Eves (just south of the town) 
and Le Temps de Cerise, Casteleras and Le Moulin de 
Camandoule.

Seillans



Fayence to Mons
Leave Fayence at the top of the hill and take the road to Mons. This is a fair journey but well worth the time 
taken. The road passes through woods and valleys and climbs steadily into the mountains.
Eventually you will arrive in the lovely little town of Mons. Mons is 814 metres above sea level. You will see 
road signs here in Provencal as well as French and the town is charming. Drive into the town and through 
some quite narrow streets to parking at the Tourist Office. In winter the fountain can be frozen over and in 
high summer astronomers gather at night to let visitors see the wonders of the heavens as Mons has very 
dark and clear skies. From Mons one can continue into the mountains towards Greolieres la Neige, one of 
the most southerly skying areas or as I prefer take the road 
towards Taulane and then eventually( it’s quite along 
journey) go towards Vence over the Col de Vence, passing 
Greolieres, Saint Pons, and Coursegoules on the way. 
Golfers should stay at the Chateau de Taulane and play on 
its beautifully 
scenic golf 
course. So this 
grand circular 
tour ends back at 
Vence and from 
there the coast is 
nearby.  

St Pons



So we take our leave of 
the Côte d’Azur and the 
Villages nearby in this 
part of Provence
I hope you have enjoyed 
this book and will look 
forward to reading my 
next  volume.

Thanks for your time
Brian
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